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HOME FROM GERMANY

EMERGENCY LANDING IN A FOREST

While returning from a recent raid over Germany, a young Australian pilot officer

had both engines of his Wellington bomber "cut" through lack of petrol.

He ordered all five members of the crew to bale out and then flew on alone to make

a crash landing on a ride in the middle of a pine forest. He escaped uninjured to

find that all the members of the crew had landed safely. The only injury among them

was a broken ankle.

"We were attacked,” the pilot said, "over the Zuyder Zee by a Messerschmitt 110.

The rear-gunner shouted a warning, and as he shouted I saw tracer flashing past outside

the cockpit between the starboard engine and the fuselage.

"I tried to turn but found there was no response from the ailerons, so I just put
the nose down and dived. We pulled out of the dive after losing 6,000 feet.

"When we’d more or less collected our senses again, we found that in addition to

the aileron control being out of action the wireless receiver was out of order, though
the transmitter was working. The airspeed indicator had packed up and the ’under

cart’ had dropped down but hadn’t locked. The rear gunner said he saw his bullets

entering the fuselage of the Messerschmitt 110 before it broke off.

"We saw no more of the fighter.

"We sent out an S.O.S. and continued on course. One of the petrol tanks had

been holed, but the engines were running all right and I found I could maintain height.

"Just after we had crossed the English coast the petrol in the main tanks ran out

and the engines ’cut', so I turned the reserve tanks on. When the engines ’cut’ the

port wing dropped and the aircraft started going down in a steep spiral dive to port.

I managed to free the aileron controls which had become jammed and to bring the

aircraft back to normal.

"By this time we were down to 2,000 feet, and we continued at this height until

we reached our base. The radio telephone system was working all right, so I called up

the control asking for instructions about landing.

"Just as I was in conversation with the ground the reserve tanks ran out and both

motors finally ’cut' out, I gave orders to the crew to jump by parachute. The last

man left when we were at 1,200 feet. I realised that it was now too late for me to

jump - the aircraft would have been too low by the time I could have got out - so I

just continued flying straight ahead.

"At about 300 feet I switched on the landing lights and saw I was over a forest.

There was a wide open track - one of the forest rides - running practically in the same

direction as I was heading. I managed to turn the aircraft so that it was flying along

the ride and eventually, after about a mile, crash-landed on the track. The starboard

wing struck some young pine trees and slewed the aircraft right round. It finally

ended up half hidden among the pines.

"I was surprised to find that I was O.K. I had a three mile walk through the

forest before I came to a house where I borrowed a bicycle to get to the nearest

telephone.

"As I was walking through the forest I came across two members of the crew.

They’d landed pretty well on the ride.

"When I rang the aerodrome, the other three members of the crew had already
reported by telephone."


